Application Specialist/Sales
Upstream Bioprocessing
(all genders, full time)

As an application specialist you are our expert in questions about upstream bioprocessing and responsible for any technical interaction with the customer. You plan, conduct and organize test projects together with the customer. Subsequently you advise the customer in the implementation of the IRUBIS technology. Based on your learnings in the field you then actively trigger improvements in product design and features together with the R&D team. Your position is highly driven by your scientific, technical and analytical skills but requires also a significant amount of soft skills and eagerness to collaborate.

Your profile:
- A degree in natural sciences or engineering
- Work experience in cell culture fermentation
- Fluent in English and German
- Desirable: experience with analytical methods
- Interest and curiosity in new technologies and innovations
- Ambition to shape and build something new

What we offer:
- Modern office space: centrally located in Munich
- Flexible working hours, a great team and flat hierarchies
- Exciting personal development opportunities

Apply to IRUBIS and be part of a great team that aims to revolutionize the way biopharmaceuticals are produced. IRUBIS developed an innovative spectroscopic device to monitor nutrients and metabolites in upstream cell culture processes. Thus, fully automatized fermentation will become reality and ultimately also product quality and quantity will increase significantly.

Does all this sound interesting to you?
Then send us your curriculum vitae without a personal photo and a short letter of motivation in a PDF document to you@irubis.com.
Subject: HR2020_03_AE

Start time: flexible
Schillerstraße 40B, 80336 Munich
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